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SUMMARY 
The following report is a summary of the 2021 
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS 
 

2021 was another successful year for the Rock Point – CRAG VT climbing program. The following 

highlights summarize some of the notable events from the past year. 

 

• The Rock Point climbing program continue to serve as important model for other climbing and 

conservation projects throughout the state 

 

• A stewardship day generated 160-person hours of volunteer labor to improve trail access, 

remove graffiti, and signage and infrastructure to mitigate impacts to sensitive natural 

communities 

 

• The climbing program was featured in in Vermont Sports Magazine 

 

• To date, CRAG VT has produced original and cross promotional communications about Rock 

Point stewardship equating to approximately half a million impressions 

 

• Climbing visitor use continues to attract climbers from throughout the region. Visiting 

climber and USA Climbing Champion Jesse Grupper achieved a world class accomplishment 

by climbing the hardest rock climb at Rock Point on his first try. 

 

• Visitation numbers are consistent each year at around 400-600 visitations from over 300 unique 

visitors. Still, concurrent visitations never exceed the former visitation limit. 

 

• On a given day, there is a 75% chance a “regular” will be climbing, who most aware of the 

Climbing Program and are the best stewards for the area. 

 

• Limited onsite parking likely reduced climber interactions with CRAG-VT kiosk and sign-in 

sheet, potentially remedied moving to online registration system 
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COVID-19 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic challenged the way we live and do business. In 

2021, CRAG-VT continued to communicate COVID-safe guidelines to 

climbers, following state and federal guidance as well as climbing-specific 

considerations from organizations such as the Access Fund. In general, 

climbers were very receptive to changes in behavior by limiting the scope of 

adventures and practicing safe and socially distant recreation.  

Of many messages disseminated by CRAG-VT, the organization informed 

climbers of the updated parking guidelines at Rock Point and to tread lightly 

due to increased overall user numbers at the property. Climbers parked along 

Institute Road in front of Burlington High School. It is unclear of parking 

offsite affected climber engagement with the kiosk and sign-in sheets. 

Additionally, one of the lessons taken from the partnership with Episcopal 

Diocese has been the value of user sign-ins at kiosks. During a time when 

making safe decisions is critically important, CRAG-VT installed sign-in 

sheets at many VT cliffs allowing climbers to make better decisions to avoid 

popular areas based on crowding numbers. Moreover, the data collected has 

provided for some valuable insights into climbing activity, which better 

informs allocation of resources. 

 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

 

Newsletters and Emails 
CRAG-VT issues regular email blasts (828 subscribers) and a quarterly newsletter which occasionally 

features Lone Rock Point, including use guidelines and notable climber achievements. In 2021, Lone Rock 

Point was highlighted in an email blast as part of CRAG’s annual fundraising efforts. 

 

Screenshots from a recent CRAG-VT email blast highlighting the Rock Point climbing program 

COVID-safe climbing 
messaging produced by CRAG-
VT and new sign-in sheets at 
kiosks 
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Websites 
CRAG-VT continues to maintain a dedicated webpage for climbing at Lone Rock Point found at 

cragvt.org/rockpoint/. If applicable, area updates and closures are also found at cragvt.org/where-to-

climb/closures/. Additional climbing information and use guidelines are published on 

MountainProject.com, administered by Kris Fiore (CRAG-VT President), and through the state-wide 

mobile climbing guidebook Tough Schist, maintained Travis Peckham (former CRAG-VT board member). 

Lately, Peckham is in the final stages of editing a second edition to his popular 2012 printed climbing 

guidebook for VT. Like the mobile version, the updated version will include comprehensive information 

about the climbing program at Rock Point, including rules, descriptions of trails and climbs, and links to 

rockpointvt.org/ which direct users to support Rock Point through donations and other means. 

 

Social Media 
Since 2017, CRAG-VT has generated over 60 original posts to ~2,000 followers to promote the Rock 

Point climbing program and communicate with area climbers. CRAG-VT also regularly interacts with 

online users to field questions about use and access. Posts on social media range in topic, but include 

cross-promotions of Rock Point cabins, protection of sensitive natural communities, annual meetings and 

reports, and reminders to donate to support trails and climbing access. Many climbers regularly respond 

or tag photos of Lone Rock Point and express their gratitude for this climbing resource. 

 

Example social media posts made by CRAG-VT promoting the Rock Point climbing program. Additionally, climber constituents 
regularly share content about the value of Rock Point climbing (see rightmost image) 

Screenshots from cragvt.com and the climbing guidebook mobile app for Lone Rock Point 

https://cragvt.org/rockpoint/
https://cragvt.org/where-to-climb/closures/
https://cragvt.org/where-to-climb/closures/
http://www.mountainproject.com/
http://www.mountainproject.com/
https://www.rockpointvt.org/
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“Feeling incredibly lucky to live so close to one of the most unique cliffs in the northeast. Huge thanks to 

@crag_vt for putting in the hard work to keep these places amazing”  

 
 

Media coverage 
The climbing at Rock Point continues to receive popular media coverage. In 2021, notable coverage 

included a feature in Vermont Sports Magazine 

 

Lone Rock Point climbing program featured within Vermont Sports Magazine 10 Amazing Climbs 

 

USA Climbing Indoor Champion Jesse Grupper visited Rock Point in 2021 and pulled off a remarkable 

accomplishment by climbing the most difficult climb (graded 5.14b) on his first attempt. This was a 

groundbreaking, world class achievement that was recognized by international media outlets. 

 

Jesse Grupper, USA Climbing Champion visited Rock Point and achieved rarefied air. 

 

https://issuu.com/addisonindependent/docs/vts-21-10-web?fbclid=IwAR10j8Scv3FDF7IuWJoR8SQKE00c1E6XGruxw_dIs3iGWeLgnHG9ckSDYQY
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Signage 
Rock Point has put considerable effort and planning into updating trails and installing new signage. These 

signs have been discussed in previous meetings and throughout 2020 CRAG-VT was invited to provide 

feedback on the language and placement. CRAG-VT acknowledges the diligent planning and fundraising 

by Rock Point to make these critical infrastructural improvements and is grateful to be included in this 

process. The updates have positively affected climber experiences and safety while at Rock Point.  

Signage has also helped mitigate the deleterious effects of hiking that might trample sensitive natural 

communities that exist at Rock Point. 

 

  

A climber trail sign installed in 2021 at northern approach gully.  This sign was intentionally discrete to reduce the number of 
unsuspecting hikers accessing the base. This access gully is advertised to climbers as the preferred entry point to limit 

impacts to other sensitive clifftop natural communities, 

New signage installed by Rock Point featuring the climbing partnership with CRAG-VT 
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STEWARDSHIP, EVENTS, AND FUNDRAISING 

 

Trail days 
CRAG-VT typically hosts several events aimed to generate 

member donations, strengthen the recreational community, 

and steward for climbing areas. Of these events, several 

featured the partnership with Rock Point.  

In 2021, the University of Vermont Outing Club partnered with 

CRAG-VT for a volunteer trail day at Lone Rock Point. Over 

140 person hours were used to spread several yards of mulch 

over damp trails, install elevated walkways and fencing, 

harden trails, and remove graffiti. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Cliffside graffiti removal by CRAG-VT volunteers 
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Events 
The 2021 Vermont Climbing Festival, one of CRAG-VT’s 

signature events was held over several fall days which included 

stewardship events and an informal climbing competition 

(including climbs at Lone Rock Point). Of note, for the festival, a 

local filmmaker Gabe Redder made three short films highlighting 

the climbing in Vermont. One of these films featured Lone Rock 

Point, presented by CRAG-VT’s liaison and board member Pete 

Clark.  Click here to watch the Rock Point video. 

To continue to connect with climbers during COVID-19 

lockdowns, CRAG-VT developed innovative ways to share some 

of Vermont’s prized climbing resources. These included a virtual 

presentation and Q&A on the climbing and the development of 

the Rock Point climbing program, highlighting the unique 

geology, ecology, and partnership between CRAG-VT and the 

Episcopal Diocese of Vermont. 

 

 

 

Parking 
Like most visitors to Rock Point, CRAG-VT members continued to park on Institute Road. The downside 

is that many climbers found it easier to access the climbing via North Beach, bypassing the kiosk. Ideally 

parking would be reinstated for climbers at Rock Point in the future, but to remedy missed interactions, 

CRAG-VT intends to move sign-in sheets to a digital format.  

The 2021 Vermont Climbing Festival poster, 
with original art featuring Lone Rock Point. The 

festival routinely highlights the Rock Point 

climbing program through events like climbing 

competition, stories, and films  

Select slides from the CRAG-VT Virtual Pint Night including a presentation on Rock Point 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lazzrI4roqM&feature=youtu.be
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COORPORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS 
 

Liaison 
CRAG-VT board member Pete Clark continues 

to act as the liaison between the two groups. In 

2021, several correspondences were made with 

Rock Point representatives regarding trail work 

and signage. No grievances were reported during 

the 2021 season. 

 

Other Partnerships 
The strong relationship between Rock Point and 

CRAG-VT has opened new conversations for 

outside partnerships, most notably through the 

Burlington Parks and Recreation. These 

partnerships are still being developed, but would 

not have been possible without the trust and 

strong working relationship of both the Episcopal 

Diocese of VT and CRAG-VT. 

 

VISITOR DATA 

 

Logbook information 
Climbers at Lone Rock Point signed into a logbook with name(s), town(s) of residence, membership status, 

and check-in/out time. From these sign-in sheets, the following information was collected: 

*Note, six datasheets from 7/4-11/31/2021 went missing and are absent from this report. Best efforts are 

made to interpret potential use during that period by averaging trends from records collected before and 

after and comparing to previous years. 

 The numbers 

  

 2018 2019 2020 2021* 

Total climber* sign-ins 416 502 597 184 (plus ~200) 

No. of unique visitors 157 139 134 52  

No. of days visited 144 127 144 44 

Average time spent 4 (8 max) 4¼ (10 max) 4¼ (8½ max) 5 (9 max) 

User state/province 6 11 (+Canada, France) 5 4 

User hometown 29 31 13 13 

Outside Chittenden county 15% 25% 15% 20% 

Summary table of Rock Point visitor sign-ins by year. 2021 data incomplete (only February – June) 

 

 

 

 

New partnerships are being forged because of the strength of the 
Episcopal Diocese-CRAG-VT work 
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Frequency of use 

The trend in visitations followed a similar 

pattern of previous seasons, where over half 

of all climbers only visit LRP once, while 

approximately one-in-five climbers are repeat 

visitors and return at least four or more times 

(over 65% of all visitations). In fact, one-in-

ten visited at least 10 times in 2021. This trend 

shows:  

• About half of climbers only visit 

once, possibly due to the 

concentration of advanced level 

climbs. 

• On a given day, there is a 75% chance 

that a “regular” will be climbing. 

Repeat users are most likely aware of 

the rules of the Climbing Program 

and can be the best stewards for the 

area. 

Membership 

Users were asked if they held Lone Rock visitor passes and CRAG-VT memberships. Climbers self-

reported that they held or obtained the following: 

• 76% season pass (9% decrease compared to 2020) 

• 24% day pass (15% increase compared to 2020) 

• 58% CRAG-VT membership (7% increase compared to 2020) 

Visitor geography 

Visitors were predominately from Vermont 

(96%) with the remaining from surrounding 

states in the Northeast. Compared to 2019, 

this is a 55% reduction in states and likely 

reflects restricted travel by climbers and 

recreationists due to COVID-19. 

Remarkably, despite a decrease in outside 

visitation, user numbers still track previous 

totals. This highlights the importance to this 

resource to local climbers 

Visitor Trends  

Climbers typically start the Lone Rock 

Point climbing season in late February and 

climb through early December. Trends in 

visitations appear to be consistent with 

previous years whereby the cliff is most 

popular during the warm weather months 

with peaks in May and October and regular 

User visitation trends, showing the frequency of return visits by users.  

Annual visitation trends, 2018-2021 
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use in months between. In general, during the summer months, climbers spent more time climbing in the 

morning (in the shade) and more time in the afternoon (in the sun) during the spring and fall. 

As with all previous seasons, climbers complied with the self-imposed (not restrictive) daily visitor limit at 

a rate >99%. As this limit was not exceeded in the past three years, this suggestS that visits may have 

stabilized. 

 

A Gem on the Cutting Edge 

The geology of Rock Point inherently 

favors challenging, “elite level” rock 

climbs. In a state-wide and regional context, 

the concentration of challenging rock 

climbs at Rock Point is incomparable. For 

example, a search of online climbing 

databases reveals that less than 1% of 

climbing areas (5 cliffs) within a 500-mile 

radius compare to the quality and climb 

difficulty offered at Lone Rock. While the 

challenging nature of the climbs inherently 

filters user numbers by skill level, it  is also 

what makes climbing at Rock Point sought-

after and recognized as a very special place 

for climbers in Vermont and throughout the 

region.  

  

The distribution of rock climbs in Vermont presented by climb difficulty. 
Lone Rock Point hosts over 70% of all elite level climbs in the state. The 
concentration is highly unique to the state and the region. 

The geology and setting of Rock Point offer some of the most unique climbing in the Northeastern US.  
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Per the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Rock Point and CRAG-VT, the main burden rests 

on CRAG-VT for managing the climbing program. Notwithstanding, the following roles and 

responsibilities were outlined in the 2017 MOU. 

Rock Point has met its responsibilities to: 

1. **providing a parking area, a space for a kiosk and permission for the limited signage needed for 

the administration of the climbing program 

a. **Note, a parking area has been temporally closed since 2020 as alternative solutions are 

found. In the meantime, climbers are directed to park on Institute Road. 

2. communicate with CRAG-VT and climbers when the property is closed for climbing 

3. participate in the annual review of the programs as outlined in the Letter of Agreement 

CRAG-VT has met its responsibilities to: 

1. provide a COI naming Rock Point and the Diocese of Vermont as additional insured 

2. maintain a kiosk with log-in book and clear instructions  

3. keep information about climbing at Rock Point up to date at kiosk and website(s) 

4. donate $500 to Rock Point as a partner contribution  

5. organize volunteer work  

6. participate in an annual review of the program, whereby CRAG-VT is responsible for collecting 

data from its logbook into a report that will be part of the annual review 

 

LOOKING FORWARD 
 

CRAG-VT Goals 2022 
 

• Improve parking access 

• Signage at cliff base installed 

• Digital visitor sign ins 

• Continue to help Rock Point meet stewardship and management goals, by working to help users 

understand all values of Rock Point 

• Continued management and improved administration of use data. Possible coordination with Rock 

Point to ensure climbers are purchasing day/season passes  

• Stewardship and trail day(s) 

• Involvement in Rock Point planning committees 

• Update kiosk information and include direct link via QR code to www.rockpointvt.org/trails 

 

 

 

http://www.rockpointvt.org/trails

